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Black Diamond Video Introduces BDV Clarity™ Trauma View
Point Richmond, California, July 6, 2015 – Black Diamond Video, a technology leader in operating
room integration and recently acquired by STERIS Corporation, today announced the launch of BDV
Clarity™ Trauma View for continuous trauma bay monitoring and recording.
Black Diamond Video’s Trauma View allows multiple video sources to be continuously recorded,
capturing room and ceiling cameras, patient vitals, and hemodynamics. Each trauma case is captured,
day and night, and the recordings are automatically archived to hospital file storage for later secure
review.
“BDV’s Trauma View illustrates our unique commitment to delivering solutions for real-world issues in
today’s trauma centers,” said Devon Bream, Vice President of Global Medical Sales and Marketing at
Black Diamond Video. “We join Trauma View’s recording and simultaneous 24-hour playback capabilities
with activity graphs, paging system integration, and more to enhance trauma care and workflow.”
Trauma View is the latest addition to Black Diamond Video’s BDV Clarity™, a portfolio of enterprise-wide
software solutions for enhancing workflow efficiency, communication and collaboration within the
operating room and beyond.
About Black Diamond Video, Inc.
Black Diamond Video is a leading manufacturer and integrator of high-resolution digital video processing
solutions for mission-critical medical, federal and commercial applications. The company manufactures a
complete product line of 4K matrix switches, processors, scalers, signal conditioners, converters,
extenders, system controllers, digital recorders, and H.264 streaming and conferencing technology.
For more information about Black Diamond Video and/or its products, visit
www.blackdiamondvideo.com. You may also call (510) 439-4500; fax (510) 439-4599; or write to
503 Canal Boulevard, Point Richmond, CA 94804. Contact Laura Eckstrom, Media Relations at
(877) 549-6600 or e-mail leckstrom@blackdiamondvideo.com.
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